The possibility of heating the Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT) with electron-cyclotron power at 280 GHz (fundamental cyclotron resonance) is examined by simple analytic estimates and by detailed computational means. Efficient single-pass absorption of the 0-mode polarization is accomplished by scanning the angle of injection of the microwave power from 60* to 90* relative to the toroidal magnetic-field direction as the field intensity is ramped from 7 or 8 to 10 T and the volume-average beta increases from 0.4% to 2.8%. Efficient absorption occurs for the range of central densities from 2 to 8 x 10 2 0 m-3 and central temperatures from 5 to 20 keV. Thus, electron-cyclotron-resonance heating, using either gyrotrons or free-electron lasers, offers a reasonable heating scenario from the ohmic phase to the ignition phase even with a single-frequency RF source.
I. Introduction
The most recent operating scenario of the Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT) calls for ramping of the toroidal magnetic field from 7.0 or 8.0 to 10.0 T in a few seconds, followed by a burn cycle and a ramp-down cycle. Simultaneously, the plasma must be heated from an initial low-beta equilibrium ( : 0.44% at 7.0 to 8.0 T) to a final burn equilibrium in the range of 2.5-5.0%, having 10.0 T on the magnetic axis [1] . Since the toroidal plasma current will be ramped at the same time and since the available time for fiat-tp magnetic field must be reserved for the burn cycle, it is imperative that densification and heating be carried out as the magnetic field is ramped. At first it would appear that this requirement will either restrict deployment of possible RF heating techniques (ICRF, ECRH) to ones which allow continuous sweeping of the source frequency, or force one to accept an operating scenario in which the resonance is swept from the high-magnetic-field side to the low-field side as the magnetic field on axis increases. The former approach places severe demands on RF source technology (dynamically tunable sources at high power are hard to come by in either the ICRF or ECRH regime, with the possible exception of free-electron lasers (FELs)). The latter approach possibly leads to non-optimal confinement because it cannot achieve the desired heating profiles. In the case of swept frequencies, further difficulties may arise with certain elements of the transmission line (tuning elements in the case of ICRF are frequency sensitive, while windows, polarizers, etc., for ECRH may be frequency dependent).
Here we examine an alternative approach which is applicable to ECR heating, using either gyrotrons or FELs. The frequency remains constant, while the angle of injection is varied by simply rotating a reflecting mirror placed in the path of the incident microwave beam. The rotating mirror permits one to launch waves with sufficiently high N 11 so that the Doppler broadened resonance of particles on the magnetic axis with 7.0-8.0 T can provide adequate absorption. In contrast to the heating scenarios recently proposed which rely on downshifted frequencies and finite N11 to ensure penetration and absorption of the extraordinary mode (X-mode, ERF.LB) polarization for frequencies below the fundamental [2] , here we propose to use an upshifted frequency with finite N 1 1 for the ordinary mode (0-mode, .ffRFJIf) polarization. The 0-mode is accessible from the outside (low-field side) of the torus provided the density is such that w,, < w k fl, (max). The advantage of heating above the fundamental cyclotron frequency initially is that as the field is ramped absorption near the center can be maintained, even when the field is at its maximum. As the resonance layer moves toward the magnetic axis the rotating mirror can sweep the beam toward perpendicular to reduce the Doppler width and avoid heating the plasma edge. At B(Q) = 10.0 T the beam will be at normal incidence with strong absorption immediately on the high-field side of the resonance. Considering f = 280 GHz for a central heating at B(0) = 10.0 T, the maximum cut-off density is at neit ; 9.7 x 10 20 m- 3 . We expect reasonable wave penetration and heating up to 0.9ncri or ne(0) = 8.7 x 10 20 m-3 which is about the maximum central density in CIT. On account of the Murakami density limit [1] ,
CIT is expected to operate at ft : 5 x 10 2 0 m-3 at B = 10.0 T (R = 2.1 m, a = 0.70 m, r = 2.0, I, ; 10 MA). At lower magnetic fields, beta and hence the density is expected to be lower and no wave penetration problems should be anticipated. In addition to its simplicity, this technique requires rotation of the beam injection angle only in the toroidal direction.
Furthermore, the propagating rays and the absorption profiles are not excessively sensitive to the angle of injection (as long as the density is not near the cut-off value).
The alternate technique proposed by the authors of Reference 2 enjoy the advantage of lower frequency (200 GHz vs. 280 GHz proposed here). However, there are several disadvantages of using lower frequencies when applied to heating compact ignition devices:
(a) Only the top-launch scenario was useful for heating while ramping the magnetic field, density and current. However in such a launching scenario, the absorption profile is very sensitive to the exact launching angle (both in the poloidal and toroidal direction, especially at higher densities). Such a control of ray trajectories may be made more difficult if we consider scattering by low frequency density fluctuations at the plasma periphery. Consequently, sawtooth activity control by precise control of the radial power deposition profile may be difficult.
(b) Lack of easy access to the top (bottom) of the vacuum chamber in the presence of divertors is a serious drawback of such a technique, especially if one has to install, and maintain reflecting mirrors in a burning plasma environment. Further difficulties may arise if one considers moving parts with two degrees of freedom.
(c) There is the potential of RF breakdown in the beam-line (path) where the W = We resonance surface is crossed, which is inherent in the low frequency scenario.
We note that recent advances in source technology (gyrotrons and FELs) make ECR heating of CIT at 280 GHz a viable option. Furthermore, ECRH is also attractive from the point of high-power-density transmission (Power/Area Z 100 MW/m 2 so that 30 MW of ECR power may be transmitted through two CIT ports with dimensions of 0.40 x 1.0 m each). Quasi-optical transmission techniques may be utilized at 280 GHz so that no internal antenna structure (with the exception of the rotating mirror placed in the port) is required, a definite advantage over other techniques of heating a burning plasma. Equilibration of temperature between electrons and ions (req) is expected to be significantly shorter than typical energy confinement times, rE. For example, at n, a 1.0 x 10 2 0 . 3 , T. = 5 keV (low-beta equilibrium), and assuming Zef :t 1.5 we estimate -r.q 60 msec, while at n (0) ; 8 x 10 2 0 m-3 , T : Ti ; 20 keV (high-beta equilibrium), 7,q Z 65 msec, both shorter than the expected energy confinement time (rE Z 0.1 s at low beta and rE Z 0.5 s at high beta).
II. Wave Propagation and Absorption Physics
An estimate of single-pass absorption of rays in the Doppler regime passing through the resonance layer near the plasma center can be obtained from the well known formula 
predicts that there are no resonant particles on the low-magnetic-field side (w > f.(r)) for near perpendicular injection (N 1 -+ 0). Once the wave passes through the cyclotron resonance layer, absorption is expected to be complete in a very short distance. The absorption may be estimated from the relativistic formula given by Bornatici, et al. and references therein [4] for strong absorption 
Prime and double prime quantities refer to the real and imaginary parts, respectively. For example, for T, = 10 keV, we get maximum damping at Ar ~ 10 cm away from resonance (on the high-field side) where zi ~ -2.5 and Im(ki) ~ 2.8cm'-for w2112 = 0.8.
Therefore, most of the power is absorbed between the center and Ar ,: 10 cm on the highfield side. Similar results are obtained at T = 20 keV for Ar ~. 5 cm, where complete absorption takes place in a few centimeters on the high-field side. Thus, even in the highbeta regime, the waves penetrate fully to the plasma center (i.e., resonance layer), where complete absorption takes place. This property of EC wave propagation can be used to localize absorption even in a burning plasma if central heating is desirable. If subsequently we wish to stabilize sawteeth (q = 1 surface) or if we wish to stabilize m = 2 modes (q = 2 surface) and thus avoid disruption, we may have to change the angle of injection during the burn phase, at least for part of the RF power. The result would be non-central, offaxis heating, leading to control of MHD activities. An alternate scenario for MHD control would call for lowering the frequency while retaining normal incidence (a possibility for FEL type sources).
In order to employ a single frequency as the magnetic field is ramped, we propose to use the Doppler regime for w > 14 (non-resonant case, 7 < B(T) < 10), and relatively low 0. The importance of cyclotron absorption in the Doppler regime for the non-resonant case can readily be estimated. The spatial decrement for the 0-mode propagation in the Doppler regime can be deduced from [3, 4] . In particular, for w # 1, , C2 = (W _ 11. where vt, = (2T./m.) 1 / 2 . Here N-and NiI are the components of the index of refraction perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field, respectively. We note that the absorption is controlled by the exponential factor. Assuming that w > 1, everywhere in the plasma, and that absorption occurs within a radial distance of Ar < 0.5a, where a is the minor radius, for a ~ 70 cm, f = 280 GHz, ,./f2 ~ 0.4 (i.e. B = 7 T, n, ~ 2 x 10 2 0 m 3 ), Te 1 0 keV, NI/Nil ~ 1, the condition for significant single-pass absorption, 2 Im(kl)Ar 1,
is obtained for C 2 -enC 2 ~ 4.6 or C ~ 2.55. We take into account the toroidal effect that NII increases as NII (R) oc 1/R, where R is the major radius, as the wave penetrates to the center and beyond. Then for a/R ~ 1/3, NI (a) ~ 0.50 (30* launch angle at the plasma edge), Nil (R) 2 0.67 for r 5 0, and C = 2.55 yields B = 7.5 T for the above parameters, so that w/O ~ 1.32. We note that on the high-magnetic-field side beyond the plasma center, N 1 further increases and w/l, decreases, hence absorption will rapidly increase for reasonable temperature profiles. Thus, effective wave absorption can be achieved even for an isotropic Maxwellian distribution function. Although here we ignored relativistic effects, it is clear from the resonance condition Eq. (2), and from more accurate theoretical treatments (5, 6, 7] that the main consequence of retaining relativistic effects is to shift the location of absorption partially back toward the cyclotron resonance layer. We expect that quasi-linear enhanced tails would further improve single-pass absorption. These analytical estimates are verified by more exact numerical ray-tracing results presented in the next section. We shall find that for electron temperatures T. Z 5 keV and magnetic fields B(0) Z 7.0 T, efficient single-pass absorption occurs for an incident frequency of 280 GHz, and for B(O) Z 7.5 T nearly complete single-pass absorption results for incident angles of 30* (or less) relative to the normal to B.
III. Code Results
Here we study single-pass absorption of waves in equilibria representative of the CIT plasma. The plasma flux surfaces were generated by an equilibrium code [8] which used the current waveforms in the PF coil system obtained from a run of the Tokamak Simulation Code [9] with a swept divertor. The weakly relativistic ray-tracing and absorption calculations were performed using the TORCH code, developed by two of the authors (GRS and AHK), described in the Appendix. The profiles assumed for this study are square root of parabolic for the density and parabolic for the temperature. Specifically, we used P1 = P3 = p 4 = 1 and p2 = 0.5 for the parameters described in the Appendix.
We first present the results of ray-tracing calculations for the non-resonant magnetic fields of B(0) = 7.5 T and 8.5 T in the Doppler regime. In the case of an ohmic target plasma with B(0) = 7.5 T, the relevant "startup" regime would be at n. to the 7.5 T and 8.5 T cases, respectively. The locations of the q=l and q=2 surfaces are shown on the horizontal axis. We emphasize that relativistic effects are included in these calculations even in the Doppler regime. We have verified that shutting off relativistic effects shifts the absorption layer outward, toward the low field side, as expected from theory. However, the "effectiveness" of absorption is not altered in any significant way.
Since the width of the particle resonance in the Doppler regime is directly proportional to NiI, the power-deposition profile is most easily controlled by changing the incident wave propagation angle 6. Figure 6 shows how the power deposition profile changes as the angle 6, measured with respect to perpendicular incidence, varies from 30* to 10* for the 7.5 T case with T.=5 keV. The optimum angle for central heating for the 7.5 T case is approximately 30*. The power deposition profiles for 8.5 T on axis and T.=10 keV are shown in Fig. 7 . Here the optimum angle for central heating is roughly 20*. In order to keep the absorption close to the magnetic axis as the beta and magnetic field are increasing during the ramp-up, it is clear that the angle of incidence must be swept toward normal incidence to B. Again, relativistic effects were included in these computations.
To avoid absorption on the low-field side and achieve wave penetration to the center at full field and beta it is necessary to operate in the "relativistic" regime (Nii < (T,/m.c 2 ) 1 / 2 ). To evaluate absorption in such a case, we let NiI -0 in the TORCH code.
The same results were also obtained in a separate set of calculations by evaluating Bornatici's formula [Eq. (3)] along the ray trajectories generated by TORCH. Typical results are shown in Fig. 8 . As we see, even in a high-beta plasma, central wave penetration is possible. Beyond the cyclotron resonance layer, complete wave absorption occurs in a radial distance of a few centimeters. We are therefore confident that these waves can penetrate to the core of even a burning plasma (n. Second-harmonic resonance near the edge in the burning-plasma case absorbed at most 8% of the incident power, while in the low-beta case it amounted to less than 2% per pass. Thus, harmonic competition in CIT-like plasmas is not an issue.
As shown in Figs. 9(a-c) if the angle of injection is too large as the field increases to 10.0 T on axis we find strong off-axis absorption with the relativistic TORCH code. While strong off-axis absorption may be appropriate in a burning plasma for controlling MHD activity, in the low-beta regime central heating may be preferable to increase the density and beta.
Finally, we consider the efficiency of coupling to the 0-mode at the edge of the plasma for a linearly polarized incident wave field whose electric field lies in the x-z plane where z is the direction of the toroidal field, and x is the radial direction. To do this we calculate the ratio of the power in the 0-mode (Po) to the total power launched (PT) for a wave polarized such that E, = Eylo + EvIx = 0: where # = f2 W 2 and 77 = (sin 4 9 + 4cos 2 9/0)1/2. Substituting # = (0.7/1.33)2 = 0.276 and 9 = 60* for the conditions at the edge (assuming an aspect ratio of 3) in the case of nonresonant heating case (7 T) we find that Po IPT = 0.68. Thus, approximately 68% of the power injected will couple to the 0-mode at the edge of the plasma. The remaining 32% will be in the X-mode, which is cutoff for the present low-field launch scheme and will be reflected out of the plasma. We expect that this reflected power will eventually be absorbed following conversion to the 0-mode by multiple reflections on the vacuumchamber walls as has been observed in electron-cyclotron heating experiments on DIII-D 
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IV. Summary and Conclusions
We have examined the possibility of ECR heating in an initially ohmically heated CIT plasma as the magnetic field is ramped from 7 to 10 T while the volume averaged beta is increased from 0.4% to 2.8%. It is found that a viable heating scenario exists by using a constant frequency source, injected from the low-magnetic-field side in the 0-mode polarization, if the angle of injection can be varied in the range of 0* to 30* from the normal to the magnetic field. Starting up with an initial ohmic plasma of n. Using a source frequency of 280 GHz, good central heating and nearly complete single-pass absorption can be achieved at all magnetic fields for T, ;> 7 keV. As long as the density and electron temperature are ramped together, equilibration between electrons and ions is expected to occur within ~ 60 ms, shorter than the expected energy confinement time (re ~ 0.2-1 s). Under the high-beta conditions, central absorption is ensured by the relativistic wave-particle resonance condition, operative for nearly perpendicular injection. Less than 8% of the power is absorbed by harmonic competition under all conditions. If off-axis heating were desired during the burn cycle for the purposes of controlling MHD activity, rotating the angle of injection at the appropriate time in the burn phase would suffice. In the extreme case when q = 2 is near the plasma edge, localized heating near this layer may require utilization of a lower frequency source.
Thus, assuming that efficient RF sources can be developed on time, ECR heating appears a promising technique to satisfy the present requirements of heating CIT to ignitionlike parameters. The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) may also be able to utilize the Doppler-shifted scenario for heating near the magnetic axis, where B ~ 5 T, with the same 200-GHz sources required for current drive.
Appendix. Description of the TORCH Code
The ray-tracing code TORCH (an acronym for TOroidal Ray-tracing, Current-drive, and Heating) has developed from the earlier codes RAYS [12] and TORAY [13] . In contrast to the earlier codes, TORCH is constructed under the Basis System [14] , which provides both an efficient structure for multiple-author programs and a powerful user interface for controlling execution of the code and plotting of the results. The Basis System was begun as part of the MERTH Project [15] .
The TORCH code is organized as several separate modules, each of which describes a different aspect of the physics treated by the program. The modules, called physics packages, that are important for the calculations in this paper are concerned with ray tracing, plasma equilibrium, and electron-cyclotron dispersion and absorption.
On a higher level, the TORCH code is separated into compiled code (e.g., the physics packages described above) and interpretted code. The latter is simply a large set of input files that are read by a -powerful parser and control the setting of variables, including scanning over ranges of variables, the rnning of physics packages, and the plotting of results. Users can select from the set of input files to design the calculations and output appropriate to the problem at hand. The utility of interpretted code for these purposes follows from the ease with which users can modify it and test it, because there is no need to recompile and load the physics packages for every test.
The ray-tracing package initializes and integrates the ordinary differential equations that determine the trajectories of all rays. During the integration many quantities are saved for later plotting or calculations. This package also accumulates radial profiles of power absorbed and current driven.
The equilibrium package has subroutines that are called whenever information is needed about the magnetic-field vector, the electron density and temperature, and the gradients of these quantities. A model equilibrium with circular flux surfaces is described in Ref. The temperature profile may have the form
On a higher level, the TORCH code is separated into compiled code (e.g., the physics packages described above) and interpretted code. The latter is simply a large set of input files that are read by a powerful parser and control the setting of variables, including scanning over ranges of variables, the running of physics packages, and the plotting of results. Users can select from the set of input files to design the calculations and output appropriate to the problem at hand. The utility of interpretted code for these purposes follows from the ease with which users can modify it and test it, because there is no need to recompile and load the physics packages for every test.
The equilibrium package has subroutines that are called whenever information is needed about the magnetic-field vector, the electron density and temperature, and the gradients of these quantities. A model equilibrium with circular flux surfaces is described in Ref. The electron-cyclotron package contains subroutines to perform many calculations. Some subroutines solve the dispersion relation and calculate the dielectric tensor and its determinant and derivatives. These calculations can be done within the cold-plasma [12] or the weakly-relativistic approximations [17] . Other subroutines compute the rates of cyclotron absorption or emission under the assumptions that the electron distribution is Maxwellian and the wave amplitude is small (linear absorption). Subroutines based on three different analytic calculations are useful near the fundamental resonance if the nonrelativistic approximation is valid [4, 18, 19] . For resonances up to the fourth harmonic, the wealdy relativistic formulation of Shkarofsky may be used [17] . This package is used exclusively in the present paper. For arbitrary harmonics, the fully relativistic formulation of Ref.
[7] is available. There is also coding for nonlinear cyclotron absorption [20, 21] .
The TORCH code has other capabilities, which are mentioned briefly here. The current driven by electron-cyclotron power can be calculated [22] . Mirrors of various shapes can cause specular reflection of the rays. The code can calculate approximately the spatial profile of microwave-beam power deposited on a calorimeter located outside the plasma. The radiation temperature due to electron-cyclotron emission by thermal electrons can be calculated for each ray. TORCH also contains coding to compute, for high-frequency (w > wpe) waves, the change in polarization (Stokes parameters) incurred by a ray during transit across the plasma.
or may be chosen to be consistent with the plasma pressure P(O) used in the solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation.
The electron-cyclotron package contains subroutines to perform many calculations. Some subroutines solve the dispersion relation and calculate the dielectric tensor and its determinant and derivatives. These calculations can be done within the cold-plasma [12] or the weakly-relativistic approximations [17] . Other subroutines compute the rates of cyclotron absorption or emission under the assumptions that the electron distribution is Maxwellian and the wave amplitude is small (linear absorption). Subroutines based on three different analytic calculations are useful near the fundamental resonance if the nonrelativistic approximation is valid [4, 18, 19] . For resonances up to the fourth harmonic, the weakly relativistic formulation of Shkarofsky may be used [17] . This package is used exclusively in the present paper. For arbitrary harmonics, the fully relativistic formulation of Ref.
The TORCH code has other capabilities, which are mentioned briefly here. The current driven by electron-cyclotron power can be calculated [22] . Mirrors of various shapes can cause specular reflection of the rays. The code can calculate approximately the spatial profile of microwave-beam power deposited on a calorimeter located outside the plasma. The radiation temperature due to electron-cyclotron emission by thermal electrons can be calculated for each ray. TORCH also contains coding to compute, for high-frequency (w > w,) waves, the change in polarization (Stokes parameters) incurred by a ray during transit across the plasma. 
